FINANCIAL SERVICES GROUP
Supply Management
REQUEST FOR QUOTE “RFQ” No. PS20171491
Supply and Delivery of Recycled Aggregate

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS NO.1
ISSUED ON: January 11, 2017
Q1

Is this a 25-100mm sized product a clear or minus?
The City does not want to label this product as clear or minus because those terms
can be ambiguous. The specification is given in Appendix 1 section 4.0.

A1

Q2

If the company would like to provide a sieve from one of their existing products,
then the City can review it and advise them whether or not it will meet the
specifications.
Please confirm exactly what kind of recycled aggregate material is required? I have
listed below the most common recycled materials to assist you with getting the
correct information.
1) Recycled 25mm Minus (aka 3/4" recycled Roadbase)
2) Recycled 25mm Clear Crushed
3) Recycled 3" minus (aka 3" recycled Roadbase)

A2

It is definitely not 1) or 2). The 3) sounds promising, but it still needs to meet the
specification that has been written out. In other words, recycled 3” minus could
theoretically mean 99% of material that is essentially dust which would turn to
mud when it rains and 1% of material that is 3”; and this simply is not going to
work as a road surface. If the vendor could provide a sieve analysis of the 3)
material, then the City may be able to indicate whether it would be an appropriate
material.

Q3

Due to long lineups of garbage trucks when trying to access the Vancouver Landfill site
in Delta BC. How much time should a bidder allow for Truck & Transfers to gain access
to the site?

A3

On average about 5 minutes assuming that the company has its own scale tickets
and is using the bypass lane but it will depend on what is happening on the site. If
the company does not have scale tickets then it is probably 10min on average but
again it depends on what is happening at the site.

Q4

As the Vancouver Landfill is a vast area with several roadways spread over a large
area. How far into the Landfill is a supplier expected to travel? How close to the area
requiring gravel can we expect to be able to use as a transfer area?

A4

The expected travel is to the east part of the site, approximately 2.8kms from the
front gate. The transfer area will usually be within 200m of the desired dump
location.
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Q5

Would you accept scale tickets from the successful supplier, or would we be expected
to scale in and out at the Landfill?

A5

Scale tickets would generally be accepted and bypass privileges given (all site rules
must be strictly followed).
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